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The LHC: Beyond the Standard Model
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• 27km ring of 
superconducting magnets

• Oppositely-travelling proton 
beams collide at  
0.99999999c

• 14 TeV centre-of-mass 
energy

Heavy vectors (spin-one particles) are ubiquitous in beyond the Standard Model 
physics. ATLAS & CMS search for them extensively.

● We must characterise their production modes in proton-proton collisions

● Model-independent methods are essential for bridging theory and data
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A simplified model of heavy vector triplets
Simplified models are a useful framework for connecting a variety 
of BSM theories with experimental data. We introduce the vector

● Mass eigenstates        and   

● Phenomenological Lagrangian describes interactions with the 
field content of the Standard Model:
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Decay widths and cq, cH
The relationship between cq and cH determines VBF’s viability

Can’t fully eliminate DY and 
keep VBF

Order one for 

● For VBF to overcome DY (whilst 
still satisfying the narrow width 
approximation), we require that
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VBF production can dominate
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For very small values of cq, the ratio of VBF to DY production can favour VBF

This region of parameter space does correspond to some explicit models 
(e.g. walking technicolour)
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Viable area 
increases with 
resonance 
mass

For very small values of cq, the ratio of VBF to DY production can favour VBF

This region of parameter space does correspond to some explicit models 
(e.g. walking technicolour)
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given resonance mass, what parameter combinations are not ruled out?
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Current LHC limits
Experimental limits on the cross section are given for some final state. For a 
given resonance mass, what parameter combinations are not ruled out?

As resonance mass 
increases, DY drops off 
and VBF becomes most 
constraining
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Projected limits to the HL-LHC
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In future, the LHC is well-placed to further leverage the dominant VBF production mode present in 
certain regions of the HVT parameter space. Look to HL-LHC:

Significantly higher mass reach 
for VBF studies in di-boson final 
state

● 1.7 TeV for DY, versus
● 2.5 TeV for VBF
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In future, the LHC is well-placed to further leverage the dominant VBF production mode present in 
certain regions of the HVT parameter space. Look to HL-LHC:

Significantly higher mass reach 
for VBF studies in di-boson final 
state

● 1.7 TeV for DY, versus
● 2.5 TeV for VBF

No VBF di-lepton projections 
yet, but similar bound expected

Projection to 27 TeV HE-LHC? 
100 TeV future circular collider?
We leave this to future work.



Summary
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Vector boson fusion is relatively unexplored at the LHC, yet current experimental 
capabilities place it as a competitive production mode. A simplified model of heavy 
vector triplets highlights how VBF may be valuable to future searches.

● Heavy vectors with very small couplings to light quarks may be produced 
predominantly via VBF

● In this region of parameter space, LHC searches in the VBF production mode have a 
higher mass reach than those for DY at resonance masses above 1 TeV

● HL-LHC projections have an even higher mass reach for VBF 

Next steps: How would VBF production fare at the HE-LHC or the FCC?  



Thank you



Higher masses

The area for which                        
increases with resonance mass, but          
            also decreases

● Parton luminosities decrease rapidly

● VBF searches will eventually lose 
sensitivity

●                     also difficult to probe



Valuable decay channels
Now that we know the relevant region of parameter space, what is the 
relative importance of each decay channel?

● Decays into di-jets 
generally irrelevant for 
VBF studies

● cq3 can be different to 
light quark couplings

● Di-lepton/ heavy di-quark 
decays can dominate 
over di-boson in certain 
regions of parameter 
space
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